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Front-page News

Some events of the day

"Set Mases"’s latch in Soraga

The race’s route starts from the lake and continues on
Strada de Geja, Piaza Cioch, Barbide, Repiciol, Zester,
Portonaia, Palua, underpass, Troi de Cernadoi, Strada
de Gherghele, Maso Baila, Toalac, Strada de Sala,
Vedol, Molinella, playground, underpass and lake.

Today at 9.30 a.m. from the Parco Vischia de
Sach, on the bank of Pezzè Lake, kicks off the
39th edition of "Set Mases" (7 farmsteads), the
non-competitive foot race that passes through
the history of Soraga. The participants are not
only runners seeking out the victory, but also
amateurs that cover the route walking at the
speed they want to walk, just to spend some
time in the open air along the scenic route,
which is strictly link to the history of the hamlet.
The itinerary is 8 km long and is characterized
by continuous latches: in that way, it is easy to
overpass the difference in height and reach the
seven farmsteads that were the first settlement
of the ancient Soraga. You can enroll for the foot
race - organized by the Società Sportiva 3Esse just before the starting time (cost: 9 euro).

The party with "la Mèscres"
Canazei
11.30 – 12.00 am. Square Strèda de Pareda. Until
3.30 pm entertainments with the dishes prepared in
the gastronomic stand and the music by “Verni”, then
"Grop de la Mèscres de Cianacei e Gries" exhibits in
the typical dancing of the Ladin masks. From 6.30
pm, music with "Dolomix Trio".

"Mille bechec" on exhibit
Pozza di Fassa
10 am – 12 pm and 4 -7 pm – Room of elementary
schools. Interesting show (open till 17th August) on
crochet and knit works.

All the stars to dance
Vigo di Fassa

High-level walks

Passepartout

9.00 pm – Piaz de Vich. The duet "Gianni e Marco"
lightens up the enthusiast of ballroom dancing with
the best of rumba, polka, waltz and tango.

Tour of Coronelle

Nature according to "Cucaloch"

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

The today’s "High-level walk" starts from the
Gardeccia Refuge. You can reach it by means of
the shuttle service (against payment) from Pera
or by cable car, departing from Vigo, until
Ciampedie, and then on foot on pathway no.
540. From Gardeccia take path no. 546 heading
to Preuss Refuge (2243 m). After few turns take
off the mule track and follow path no. 550
towards Coronelle Pass (2630 m; 1,45 h). The
panoramic itinerary leads to the crossroads to
Santner Pass, where you have to follow path no.
550 towards A. Fronza Refuge and thence path
no. 549 to Roda de Vael Refuge. From here get
on path no. 541 to Cigolade Pass and at the
second crossroads take path no. 550 that brings
you again to the grassy hollow of Gardeccia (5
hrs.).

Animals, trees, streams and glimpses of Val di
Fassa, which are not easy to catch by the
majority of people. The passion for photography
and the nature of the Ladin valley is what the
four friends from Moena have in common. They
are Elio Vadagnini, Livio Vadagnini, Alberto
Degiampietro, Ennio Adami, or better the
"Cucaloch", Ladin for "people staring with
curiosity". Their exhibition "Momenc" (Ladin for
"moments") was inaugurated yesterday and is
opened till 17th august (5.00 – 7.30 p.m. and
9.00 – 10.00 p.m.) at the Mini Civica in Piaz de
Sotegrava in Moena. On exhibit some shots
caught by the photographers’ lens that arouse
emotions and depict real nature’s poems and the
authenticity of Mother Nature, with the most
beautiful flora and fauna.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
In the second half of the nineteenth century, the Ladin language aroused interests amongst scientists
and linguistics that reached the valley and asked Fassa’s people to speak, in order to understand the
features of that spoken language, even if they had to work in the fields and look after the cattle. In
this way, the first characteristics of Ladin were fixed. Among the most important researcher there
was Christian Schneller, Austrian school inspector, who in 1870 started off the official studies on the
spoken language of the Dolomites, the Anaunia and Friuli region.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

12/08/2013 (5.00 pm)
Introductory workshop for adults on
Val di Fassa’s geology: history
amongst rocks.
Vigo di Fassa

13/08/2013 (9.00 am)
Climbing course for youngsters (7 – 14
years old): adventure with the guides
Pozza di Fassa
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